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2178/2124-I B.A./B.Sc. (Part-I1) 

Time Allowed : Three Hours 

NOTE: 
(1) 

B.A./B.Sc. (Part-II) EXAMINATION - 2022 
(Common for the Faculties of Arts & Seience) 

[Also Common with Subsidiary Paper of B.A/B.Se.(Hons.) Part-11] 
(Three-year Scheme of 10+2+3 Pattern) 

PSYCHOLOGY-I 

Roll No...5oo.9.5. 

(Abnormal Psychology) 

Write your roll number on question paper before start writing answer of questions. 

(3) Question paper consists of three Sections. All three Sections are compulsory. 

100494 

Maximum Marka: 75 forArts, 50 for Science 

No supplementary answer-book will be given to any candidate. Hence the candidates should write 
the answers precisely in the main answer-book only. 

Section -C: Will contain 
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Section A: Will contains 10 questions of 20 words each. Each question will be of 1.5 marks for Arts 
students and I mark for Science students. Thus, Section-A will be of 15 marks for Arts students and 
of 10 marks for Science students. 

Section B: Will contain 7 questions of 50 words each, out of which students are required to attempt 
5 questions. Each question will be of 3 marks for Arts students and 2 marks for Seience students. 
Thus, Section-B will be of 15 marks for Arts students and 10 marks for Science students. 

long questions each with internal choice. Each question will be of 
15 marks for Arts students and of 10 marks for Science students. Thus, Section-C will be of 45 marks 

for Arts students and 30 marks for Science students. 
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Section -A /Ug-3 

Explain free association technique ued by Freud. 

13. 

Define delusion. 

What do you mean by validity ? 

What is phobia 
ifai ? 

What is structured interview ? 

Define projective tests. 

Explain the term "strese" 

Write two causes of post-traumatic stress disorder. 

Name two people associated with the humanistic perspective. 

Write down the basic difference betweena normal and abnormal behavior. 

11. Write briefy about the indicators of abnormality. 
Section -B/g3 -4 

Write down the advantages and limitationa of classification system. 

Write about the different tvpes of eating disorders. 
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.. Write briefly about Dinthesis-#tress model. 

16. 

Esplain the efforta currently used to prevent and treat sujcidal behaviors. 

17. Write briefly about psychodynamic therapies. 

19 

Explain briefly ahout Bchizophrenia. 

20 

18. What is mood disorder ? Discu8s ite types, aymptoms and causal factors. 

Section-C/ug -

OR/34uat 

Write in detail about the types and symptoms of dissociative disorders. 

Define anxiety. Explain generalized anxiety disorder, panic disorder and social anxiety disorder. 

OR/3qaT 

Explain psychological and social perspective to understand abnormal behavior. 
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Discuss neurological and neuropsychological asBSeSsment. 

OR/ 3TUaT 

Explain various techniques involved in behavioral therapy. 
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